POSITIVE CASES IN THE WORLD: 23,823,196
COVID-19 RELATED DEATHS IN THE WORLD: 817,211
TOTAL NUMBER PCR TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 65,615
TOTAL NUMBER OF RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 160,315
TOTAL NUMBER OF COVID19 TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 225,930
POSITIVE CASES REGISTERED IN MAURITIUS: 348
COVID-19 RELATED DEATHS IN MAURITIUS: 10
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED PATIENTS IN MAURITIUS: 335
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED PATIENT: 0
NEW CASES REGISTERED TODAY: 1 (Imported case detected in quarantine)
   LOCAL: 0
   IMPORTED: 1 (* additional information annexed)
ACTIVE CASES IN MAURITIUS: 3
PASSENGERS IN QUARANTINE: 971
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON NEW IMPORTED POSITIVE CASE

Patient, female, 31 years old, arrived in Mauritius on the 24th of August 2020 on chartered flight UU 122 from France. Patient had a negative PCR, as per protocol at port of embarkation. Day 0 PCR test conducted in Mauritius gave a positive result. Patient is stable and asymptomatic and has been transferred to New ENT Hospital.